XMP Initiative

Research on Energy Use in Pumping System
WHAT IS XMP?
The Extended Motor Products (XMP) Initiative is
aimed at encouraging the use of more efficient
pumping systems. NEEA and its utility partners
are embarking on a research project to better
understand energy use and energy saving
opportunities in pump systems.

Recruiting Sites for
Primary Data Collection

The goal of XMP is to make it easier to buy more
efficient pump systems.

PUMPS RESEARCH GOAL
The research will serve to support reliable energy
savings estimates for commercial & industrial pumps
and to create a regional database of pump energy and
performance data.

WE NEED YOUR HELP COLLECTING DATA!

COMMERCIAL
•
•
•
•

Heating Systems
Domestic Hot Water
Pressure Boosting
Chilled Loop

INDUSTRIAL
•
•
•

Heating and Cooling
Domestic Hot Water
Process Water

We need your help to collect as much data as we can
and make the research as effective as possible. Our
team is available to install data logging equipment on
eligible pumps at no cost.

MUNICIPAL

This metering is non-intrusive, can be done without
interrupting system operations, and once the data is
analyzed can provide valuable insight into how
efficiently the pump operates. A minimum metering
period of 2-weeks is required for most applications,
though longer metering periods may be necessary. Our
team will clearly communicate metering expectations
up front and coordinate the data logger install with all
necessary parties.

RESIDENTIAL

The following page describes in more detail the type of data we need.

•
•

•
•

Municipal Water
Conveyance
Pressure Boosting

Heating and Cooling
Domestic Hot Water

Links for more info:

Conduit

Visit https://conduitnw.org
for background information and
resources on NEEA’s XMP Initiative,
regional pump research plans and
findings, and lots more.
On the webpage, type “XMP
Initiative | Pumps” in the search
field.

Regional Technical Forum

Visit rtf.nwcouncil.org/measure/
efficient-pumps for more
information on RTF Planning
measures and RTF Research Plan.

Hydraulic Institute Website

Visit Pumps.org/EnergyEfficiency for more information on pump
systems, pump testing and labeling
(PEI and ER), certified pump performance database.

How many and what pumps are we
collecting data on?
We are collecting data on pumps covered by the
Regional Technical Forum (RTF) planning measures
for C&I efficient pumps and circulator pumps.
Commercial and
Industrial Pumps
• 1-50 hp
• Clean water pumps
• Constant speed or
variable speed

Circulator Pumps
• Fractional to 5 hp
• Single speed, pressure,
adaptive pressure,
temperature controlled,
aquastat, learning, ondemand control

What data are we collecting?
Pump Application
Information
• Pump plate/motor plate
info
• Application (what type
of system is it on)
• Control method

Operational Data
Two of the following:
• Power trend
• Speed trend
• Flow rate
• Differential Pressure

How do I get involved?
For more information on XMP and how to submit
data, please email Sarah or Warren, or visit the
“XMP Initiative | Pumps” community page on
Conduit.
• Warren Fish: wfish@neea.org
• Sarah Widder: swidder@cadeogroup.com

NEEA is a collaboration of 140 utilities and efficiency organizations working together to advance
energy effciency in the Northwest on behalf of more than 13 million consumers.

